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Wedding Photography Pricing
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First of all, I truly appreciate you taking the time to get 
to know me and my work! I'm glad you found me and so 
flattered that you are drawn to my style of photography. 
Photography has been a huge part of my life for as long 
as I can remember. I started shooting weddings when I 
was only 16 years of age assisting the top 
photographers on the island.

For the last 10 years it's been a pleasure to work with 
clients all over the world, gaining a lot of friends along 
the way. 

I really do have the best job and it's never taken 
for granted. Being a photographer is such an 
honor and I feel so privileged I get to make a 
career from it. I’ve always loved documenting 
peoples' stories and it would truly be an honor 
and privilege to tell yours. 

I take the time to get to know you and help you 
feel completely at ease, so you can focus on 
being present and enjoying every moment, 
knowing I'VE GOT YOU!

Hello!

Ayrton



The Process
The key to getting a beautiful 

final product is having a 
wonderful relationship 

with YOU. I'd always LOVE to 
e-meet my clients atleast 

twice prior the wedding day 
so we can get to know each 
other, share ideas, visions 

and together plan 
your perfect day!

Our style is very 
photo-journalistic. My goal for 

your wedding day is to 
document you. Your love 

story. Your real emotions. Not 
posed. But present. Being 

present rather than perfect is 
the only thing that will allow 
you to love every moment of 
your day now and every time 

you look back on your photos. 
 

Our workflow includes 
carefully selecting the best 
photos one by one followed 
by color correction and light 
editing. The final photos will 

be delivered on a 
personalized online gallery 

where you can view and 
download them. 

This process will take 
between 5 and 7 weeks.

MEET CREATE DEL IVER



Wedding & Vow Renewals
1 hour       |   $650

2 hour       |   $1300

4 hour       |   $2500

6 hour       |   $3700

8 hour       |   $4900

10 hour     |   $6000

Pricing is subject to change

Post-Wedding Photo Session
MORE TIME = MORE CREATIVITY

 

The perfect opportunity to get photos 

around the island's most beautiful photo

spots in your wedding outfits!

 

*Transportation included | Min. 1 hour   

 

Additional hour(s) |   $650



24hr Wedding Teasers (10 photos)
$300

 

48hr Complete Wedding Gallery
$800

ADD -ONS
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